ASIAN GAMES

N. Korean athletes head South in ‘search’ of gold

Heavy security

SEOUL, Sept 11, (AFP): A series of extremely rare inter-Korean flights brought several hundred North Korean athletes and officials to South Korea for the 17th Asian Games, which will open in Incheon on September 19.

The delegation is headed by Park Soon-ho, who will lead the South Korean delegation at the Games, and is accompanied by North Korean officials and athletes competing at the Sept 19 to Oct 4 Games.

Asiad takes down flags

SEOUL, Sept 11, (AFP): Organisers of the upcoming Asian Games in the South Korean city of Incheon have removed all national flags from the venues amid protests about the flying of the North Korean national flag.

Korean national flags have flown above the main Games stadium at Incheon, west of Seoul, and have tarred and feathered outside the swimming and equestrian venues, but the ones outside have been difficult to remove.

The move followed protests by anti-North Korean activists on the eve of the Games.

The Inter-Korean Flag, which the North will also fly in Incheon, is a joint flag of the two Koreas, but the South has never flown it.
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